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First, 4 slides to quickly
introduce APS Journals

What is “open access”?
• Articles are available without barriers
somewhere on the Web (APS copyright
form allows this for final published article,
at author’s discretion), or
• Publisher’s content is completely
available from the publisher’s site without
barriers, or
• Somewhere in between (e.g. articles on
publisher’s site individually available
without barriers).

Note: This form is made available in electronic form for the convenience
of authors, and the text must not be altered.
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• All APS journals are open access
according to the first definition. There are
two others which are open on our site
without barriers.
• One, begun in 1998, is funded by
sponsorship: Phys Rev Special Topics Accelerators and Beams. We don’t fully
recover our costs, but since it is small we
can absorb the loss.
• A new special topics journal, Physics
Education Research is funded by author
or author’s institution charges.

In scientific publication we follow
the instructions on a bottle of spot
remover: “Try this first on an
obscure part of the garment, where
any damage will be unobservable.”
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• APS has a responsibility to publish good
physics in all fields
• To be able to continue to do this, we must
remain financially viable
• Any Open Access Initiatives must be:
– Sustainable: the long term prospects for support
must be strong
– Reversible: In case the OA initiative is not
successful, we need to be able to revert to
subscriptions

• If these conditions are met, APS will consider
making content available “Free to Read” on
our site

The End

